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SECTION 1

Introduction

This report describes the work performed under the auspice of USAF

contract F33615-83-K-2335 entitled "Studies of the Discharge Effects on Plasma

Assisted Deposition of Semiconductor Materials." The main goal was to

determine the microscopic plasma parameters in typical discharges used for

deposition of semiconductor materials -- in this case hydrogenated amorphous

silicon.

One of the biggest problems in such a task is the fact that the discharge

creates complex radicals in numbers approaching, if not exceeding, that of the

donor molecules (SiH 4). Consequently, modeling of such discharges based upon

reaction rates of the donor molecules is less than exact, and even then it is

difficult because of the lack of precise transport coefficient. When the

radicals are folded into the problem, the difficulties become nigh-onto-

unsurmountable at the present time. Consequently, much of our work was aimed

at determining the plasma dynamics directly.

This report, then, is divided along the lines of the various approaches

taken toward these goals. In Section II, the Ph.D. thesis of C. Fleddermann

is presented which discusses the kinetics of the electron density in a hollow

cathode discharge in silane helium mixture, which is very similar to that used

by those working with proximity discharges. Some of that work is summarized

and repeated in Section III, which is the article published in the Journal of

Applied Physics. It was also the subject of paper HA-2 presented at the 37th

Annual Gaseous Electronics Conference in Boulder, CO, Oct. 9-12, 1984.

Sec. IV deals with the dynamics of an RF glow in the simplest of all rare

gases -- helium. Most plasma deposition systems use the planar RF discharge



similar to that studied here. We intentionally avoided the more complex

molecular gases so that the complex chemistry of those discharges would not

interfere with the plasma problem. That section is a preprint of an article

due to be published in the IEEE Transaction of Plasma Science in April 1986.

It was also the subject of paper CB-18 presented at the 38th Annual Gaseous

Electronics Conference in Monterey, CA, Oct. 15-18, 1985.

Sec. V is a preprint of an article due to appear in the Applied Physics

Letters in Mar. 1986. In this paper, we show some rather startling and, as of

yet, unexplained plasma dynamics in response to square-wave-modulating the RF

excitation of silane-helium mixtures. Conventional visdoms would suggest that

such discharges would reach a quasi-CW state on a time scale of a few hundred

microseconds. Much to our surprise, the electron density is enhanced -- even

on a time-averaged basis, and the silicon deposition rate is also increased.

The physical process for the density enhancement has not been identified, but

it appears to occur in discharges in electronegative gases. While the causes

have not been identified, it may have the practical application of achieving

an enhanced process (i.e., deposition or etching) while minimizing damage to

the semiconductor.
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SECTION II

MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY AND THE ATTACHMENT
RATE COEFFICIENT IN SILANE/HELIUM DISCHARGES

by

Charles Byrns Fledderman

June 1985
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of gas discharge technology to problems in the

semiconductor industry has revolutionized the processing of

semiconductors, contributing in both the areas of etching and deposition

of semiconductor materials. Plasma etching (also known as dry etching)

Of silicon using flourine bearing gases has made it possible to build

microelectronic circuits with device dimensions far smaller than is

feasible with conventional wet-etch techniques, and is now an

extensively used integrated circuit processing technique in

1industry. Deposition of semiconductors using plasma techniques is not

as well developed a technology, although deposition of nitrides for

integrated circuits has been common for some time.2-4 Deposition from a

plasma allows processing at far lower temperatures than can be achieved

using pyrolytic methods (preventing diffusion of dopants), promotes

chemical reactions that otherwise would not take place, and can even

allow the growth of materials that cannot be produced any other way,

making the gas discharge a very powerful tool in the production of

semiconductors.

One plasma deposited material that is becoming increasingly

important is amorphous silicon. Indeed, to date, most electronically

useful amorphous semiconductors have been produced by glow discharge

deposition techniques. Amorphous materials have traditionally been

prepared by quenching from the melt, evaporation or sputtering. These

techniques have proven to be inadequate for growing amorphous

5
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semiconductors, since the material produced contains a very high density

of unsatisfied "dangling" bonds which cause a very high density of

states In the band gap. The high density of states pins the Fermi level

near the center of the band gap, precluding doping and the fabrication

of useful devices in amorphous silicon. This situation changed in 1969

when amorphous silicon was first deposited at low temperature from a gas

discharge in silane, a silicon bearing gas.5 During the deposition,

significant amounts of hydrogen were incorporated into the film,

saturating the dangling bonds, reducing the density of states in the

band gap, and providing material that is suitable for electronic

applications. In 1975 the first selective doping of amorphous

semiconductors was demonstrated,6 thus proving the suitability of

amorphous silicon for device fabrication. Since that time, a great deal

of research has gone into understanding the properties of amorphous

silicon, and many uses for amorphous silicon have been proposed. Chief

among these uses is in the field of solar photovoltaics. Since amorphous

silicon is a disordered solid, the k conservation rules are relaxed,

making amorphous silicon a "pseudo-direct" band gap material, having a

much higher absorbtion coefficient for the solar spectrum than does

crystalline silicon. The difference in absorbtion coefficient is

Illustrated In Fig. 1 where it can be seen that the absorbtion

coefficient for amorphous silicon is about an order of magnitude higher

than that for crystalline silicon. Although the electrical properties of

amorphous silicon are not as good as those for crystalline silicon, for

solar cell applications this is sore than made up for by the better

optical absorbtion and greatly reduced production costs of amorphous

6
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nmterials,8 The highest efficiency achieved for these devices is around

10 9 (compared to approximately 18% in single cryital silicon

cells) 10 and they have already found commercial application in powering

digital watches and calculators. Other potential applications for

amorphous semiconductors include photoreceptors, Xerography, FET drivers

for large area liquid crystal displays, 11 '12 and devices where radiation

damage can degrade crystalline semiconductor performance 13 (amorphous

materials being already disordered, show negligible effects from

exposure to radiation). There has also been some interest in using

amorphous semiconductor alloys in semiconductor superlattice

studies.1

Of great importance to the commercial future of amorphous

semiconductors is an understanding of the deposition process by which

they are produced. Although this technology has been around for several

years, the deposition process remains more in the realm of art than

science. This is partly due to the wide variety of deposition systems in

use in various laboratories, including rf (capacitively and inductively

coupled) and dc systems. Moreover, even for similar types of deposition

systems, there is a great deal of variation from system to system in

dimensions, configurations and materials, rendering comparisons between

films grown in different laboratories meaningless. The current "state of

the art" In deposition is knowing how to set the external parameters

(voltage, pressure, gas mixture, etc.) to produce a film of given

quality in a given deposition system.

In order to tie together the results obtained in various

laboratories and to show what direction needs to be taken to improve the

alft8
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films that are produced, it is essential to move beyond the macroscopic,

external parameters of deposition systems, and try to come to some

understanding of the microscopic properties of the deposition plasma

itself. This is no easy task, since deposition discharges typically

contain many different atomic and molecular neutrals, ions, and excited

states. A representative sample of these is found in Table 1. There are

also a large number of possible plasma kinetic processes which affect

the deposition process, some of which are shown in Table 2. Thus, the

deposition plasma is an enormously complex system, the understanding of

which involves determining which of the species and processes mentioned

in Tables 1 and 2 are important, and how they affect the plasma and the

deposition process. Perhaps the most important of the species shown in

Table 1 are electrons since electrons fuel so many of the kinetic

processes mentioned in Table 2. Therefore, understanding the properties

of the electrons in the discharge is a goad first step in gaining an

understanding of the deposition process.

There have been several previous studies aimed at understanding

these microscopic properties of the discharge plasma. Many have studied

the properties of the deposited films, measuring surface morphology,

hydrogen content and type of bonding, and attempted to correlate these

with external discharge parameters to infer some of the plasma

characteristics. Typical of these studies is that of Knight et

al. 15 who studied the effect of dilution of silane by noble gases to

determine the effects on growth rate, and the effect of the diluent

specie on the film structure. Potts et al. 16 studied the effects of gas

pressure and rf power on the optical absorbtion and hydrogen content of

IF9



Table I Species present in a typical silane deposition di3charge.

Species present:

Neutrals: He, SOHSI 3  .,~2 ,S z2

Charged particles: e-, He*, SiH,*, H', SiH1

Excited states: He, SiH , H*

10



Table 2 A sample Of Possible plasma kinetic processes (with examples),
for deposition discharges.

Plasma kinetic processes:

Dissociation

e+ S 4 - SH3+ H +ea

Ionization

a- + ee + 2e

Recombination

e- SOH 3 - SiH 2 +H

Attachmnent

a- SiH 3 -- S% - + H

Charge Exchange

He+ +. SIH 3- He + SiH 3+

111&i



the films. These types of studies are important in terms of learning how

to get films with specific qualities, but at best yield only indirect

and incomplete Information on the actual deposition process.

Nore direct measurements of plasma properties that have been

performed include mass spectroscopic studies, optical emission

measurements, and plasma probe studies. MAsS spectroscopic measurements

Sie information on the dissociation process, allow a determination of

the presence of various species, and permit an inference of the kinetic

processes in the discharge. Drevillon et al.1 7 have used a mass

spectrometer in a low pressure do discharge to study the dissociation

process and compare films grown from neutrals to those grown from ionic

species. Robertson et al. 18 studied the spatial dependence of species

concentrations and found that SIH3 is the predominant radical just above

the substrate. Turban and coworkers, 19 92 0 Haller, 2 1 and Weakleim et

al. 2 2 have used quadrupole mass spectroscopic techniques to study the

kinetic processes in the plasma and to generate a model of the discharge

plasma. Mass spectroscopy suffers from the drawback that it is a

perturbative technique, and due to sheaths, etc., there is a difference

In what is in the plasma and what winds up going through the quadrupole.

These drawbacks are somewhat mitigated by using a different mass

spectroscopic method, Fourier Transform Iess Spectroscopy. 2 3

Hasland2 4 has applied this technique to dissociation experiments in

silane, and is able to find the time dependence of some of the radical

species concentrations. This technique is just beginning to be used for

deposition plasmas.

Optical emission spectroscopy is a method whereby spontaneous

12
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mission from the plasm Is monitored to determine what species are

present and what effect changes in external parameters have on the

plasma. KAmpa et al. 2 5 studied the emission intensities of various

species in the discharge as a function of silane percentage and rf

voltage. From this they infer the electron density and electron

temperature dependence in the plasma, and are able to model the product

formation paths. Hirose and coworkers26 and Matsuda et al.27 also

monitored various species in the plasma and tried to correlate their

relative densities with the hydrogen content of films grown In their

systems. This method of studying plasmas is limited by the fact that

only some of the constituents of the plasma have known emission spectra.

For example, SiH4 and Si 3 do not emit line or band spectra, so only an

incomplete picture of the plasma is possible with this technique.

There have been attempts to measure the electron density directly

In the plasm. Koclan et al. 28 ' 2 9 used plasma probe methods to measure

electron density and electron temperature in order to get an idea about

the relative likelihood of various plasma processes. Gleres and his

co-workersd used the same Langsmuir probe techniques and correlated

their results with mas spectroscopic measurements of neutrals in the

plasma. It is Important to measure these parameters; however, Languir

probes also perturb the plasma, making results difficult to interpret.

This study seeks to increase the understanding of deposition

plasmas by utilizing non-perturbative microwave diagnostic techniques to

measure the electron density in silane/hellum discharge plasmas. From

these measurements, a determination of the relative importance of some

fundamental kinetic processes can be made. In Chapter 2, the growth

13



system that was developed for this research is discussed, along with

results of some diagnostics on films grown in the system. In Chapter 3,

the theory of the microwave measurement technique is described. In

Chapter 4, the results of electron density measurements for a dc

discharge are presented, followed in Chapter 5 by measurements using a

pulsed power supply.

14



II. FILM STUDIES

The glow discharge growth system used in this study is shown in

Fig. 2 In the configuration for film growth. The discharge is initiated

In a hollow cathode, which is a 9.8 ca inner diameter stainless steel

cylinder, 17.5 ca long. The hollow cathode configuration was chosen for

this work because It facilitates certain plasma diagnostics which will

be discussed In subsequent chapters, and because it is sustained in a

manner similar to that for an rf discharge, 3 1 which is the more commonly

used plasma deposition system. Thus, results obtained in the hollow

cathode should be equally applicable to rf systems. The hollow cathode

Is connected to a turbo-molecular pump capable of evacuating the system

to 10- 5 Torr or better before experiments, and a fore pump is used while

flowing gases. During experiments, helium and 10% silane in helium are

introduced into the system through a flow controller which provides

reproducible and controlled pressures, flow rates, and flow ratios of

gases, and allows the percentage silane in the discharge gas A

continuously varied between 0 and 10%.

Substrates for growth were attached either mechanically or using a

high-vacuum compatible adhesive to a stainless steel substrate holder In

an arm off the hollow cathode. The distance from the substrate holder to

the hollow cathode can be changed from 0 to 10 ca. The hollow cathode

and the substrate holder have different power supplies, so the current

(and voltage) for the hollow cathode and for the substrate holder can be

varied relatively independently of each other. Figure 3 shows the

15
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current-voltage characteristic for the discharge growth system, with the

substrate voltage as a function of the current to the substrate holder

and current in the hollow cathode discharge. For a constant substrate

voltage, the current to the substrate is enhanced by an Increase in

hollow cathode current. The substrates were either glass or crystalline

silicon, depending on the type of film measurements to be made.

To determine whether the hollow cathode growth system is similar to

the systems used in other laboratories, films were grown and diagnostics

performed on them to determine if the properties of the films are

comparable to those reporteo in the literature. In general, the films

were brownish in color, adhered well to the substrate when the substrate

was biased negatively, were uniform and had a low density of pinholes.

When the substrate holder was biased positively, the films were powdery,

and easily removed from the substrate. Figure 4i shows the growth rate of

the film as a function of current to the substrate holder, which was

measured by masking a part of the substrate during the growth, removing

the mask, and measuring the step height using a mechanical stylus

surface profiling instrument. The growth rates shown In Fig. 4 are for

silicon substrates, and are roughly 50% higher than growth rates for

glass substrates under the same discharge conditions. The growth rates

shown here are well within the range reported in the literature for both

rf and dc deposition systems.
32

Raman scattering experiments were performed to determine whether

the films were crystalline, polycrystalline, or amorphous. For

crystalline silicon, only phonons near the zone center contribute to the

Raman scattering; therefore, the spectrum of the scattered radiation is

18
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Fig. 4 Growth rate of amorphous silicon as a function of current to
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narrow. In contrast, in amorphous silicon, all vibrational modes can

contribute to the scattering, and the spectrum is broad. 33 Thus, Raman

experiments give a sensitive measurement of what type of film has been

grown. Figure 5 shows the Raman spectrum of a typical film grown in the

hollow cathode system. The broad peak around the origin (0 on-1 ) is due

to Ryleigh scattering from the pump laser. For crystalline silicon, the

scattered spectrum should be quite narrow (. 5 cm-1) and centered around

520 cm" 1 . 34 For amorphous silicon, the peak is shifted to 480 cm"1 and

Is considerably broadened. 33 In Fig. 5 the spectrum features a very

broad ( %, 100 cm' 1 ) peak centered around 480 cm"1, so this film is

clearly amorphous. The.RAman effect can also give information on

impurities in the sample. There is a stretching mode of the Si-H bond at

around 2100 cm'',35, 36 which can be seen as a slight, broad bump in Fig.

5. This indicates that there is a small amount of hydrogen present in

the film.

The amount of hydrogen contained in the film is a very important

parameter since the optical absorbtion coefficient and the electrical

properties of the film are determined to some extent by the bonded

hydrogen In the film. Figure 6 shows the absorbtion coefficient as a

function of wavelength for films grown at three different substrate bias

currents (and hence three different voltages) near room temperature. A

broad-band light source and an optical multi-channel analyzer are used

to measure the light transmitted by the glass substrate and that

transmitted by both the substrate and film. Ignoring interference

effects due to reflections from the film/substrate interface, the

expression for the absorbtion coefficient is given by

~20
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where t is the file thickness, Io is the intensity of light transmitted

by the substrate, and I t is the the light intensity transmitted by the

film/substrate combination. In Fig. 6, it can be seen that there is no

difference in the absorbtion coefficient of the films grown at different

substrate biases. The optical band gap is determined from the absorbtion

coefficient data of Fig. 6 using the method outlined by Tauc.37 The

square root of the product of the absorbtion coefficient and the photon

energy (ahj )1/2 is plotted against the photon energy (hv), and a

straight line extrapolated from the higher energy data. The intercept of

this line with the energy axis is the optical band gap. A plot of

(ah v)1/2 versus hv for the data of Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7, giving

an optical band gap for the film of approximately 1.75 eV. Figure 8 is a

compilation from the literature of the results of various experiments

correlating the optical band gap with the hydrogen content of amorphous

silicon films.38 From Fig. 8, the atomic percent hydrogen for the films

in this study is determined to be 12 percent, which is comparable to the

results obtained by Zanzucchi et al.7 of 10 atomic percent hydrogen for

films grown in a dc proximity discharge at room temperature.

The results of measurements performed on typical films presented In

this chapter show that although a rather unique growth system, the dc

hollow cathode, was used, the results obtained here are very similar to

those reported by other workers using very different growth systems- our

23
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films are amorphous with a fairly low hydrogen content. This indicates

that the processes taking place In plasmas in deposition systems are

fundamentally system independent. Therefore, the results of experiments

measuring plasma properties in the hollow cathode system will be

applicable to other silane discharge systems as well.
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III. THEORY OF PLASMA MEASUREMENTS

The process of deposition of amorphous silicon from a silane plasma

is primarily initiated with the dissociation of the parent

SiH4 molecules by electron impact:

e + SIH4 -- SiH + (4-x)H (2)

This reaction, like many others mentioned in Chapter 1, involves collisions of fr

electrons with some other constituent in the discharge; thus, the

density and energy of free electrons in the plasma are very important

parameters. Among other things, the plasma electron density determines

the plasma potential, the thickness of the sheaths, and reaction

pathways, and is thus an essential component in realistic models of the

plasma deposition process.

A sensitive, non-perturbative method for measuring the electron

density utilizes the shift in resonant frequency of a microwave cavity

when a dielectric (in this case a plasma) Is introduced into it. The

apparatus used for this measurement is shown in Fig. 9. This is the same

system shown In Fig. 2 modified to form a microwave cavity: the

substrate holder has been removed, and two stainless steel endplates

(with 2.5 cm centered holes to allow gas flow) have been attached to

either end of the hollow cathode. The cavity is excited using a loop

antenna, and another loop antenna is used to detect the electric field

in the cavity. A wavemeter measures the frequency of the energy from the
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microwave generator, and a crystal diode is used to detect the signal

from the output loop.

The magnitude of the resonant freguency shift of the cavity caused

by the introduction of the plasma can be determined using a simple

perturbation theory.3 9 Assuming that for low electron densities the

field configuration in the cavity is not significantly altered by the

plasma compared to the empty cavity, the shift in resonant frequency for

the cavity is

2
Af e N

o = e (3)

f 2mew
2

0 0 0

where f0 is the resonant frequency, A f 0 is the resonant frequency

shift, and Ne is the spatially averaged electron density in the cavity.

Equation (3) indicates that the electron density is directly

proportional to the shift in resonant frequency of the cavity. The

electron density Me is not spatially uniform, so the average electron

density is obtained by weighting Nie by the electric field:

N E 2 dVN - V e o (4)
e fv E~o dV

In order to determine N e using Equations (3) and (4), the field

configuration (E ) for the resonant mode and the spatial variation of

Nie must be known. Since the resonant frequency shift is due to the

interaction of free electrons in the plasma with the microwave electric

field, measurements of Af0 for modes with different field

29
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configurations will yield Information on the spatial variation of

Me. The microwave generator frequency was swept over a broad range, and

two high Q cavity modes were observed. To determine what these two modes

were, and thus to determine the associated field configurations, the

frequency generator was set to a resonance, a piece of plexiglass

inserted into the cavity to perturb the electric field and hence the

output signal at the detector, and the perturbations mapped out as a

function of r, 0 , and z. Figure 10 shows the result of these

measurements for one of the cavity modes with variations characteristic

of the TEll1 mode. Similarly, Fig. 11 is assigned to the

TE311 mode. In this cavity, the TEll1 oscillates at 1.955 GHz and the

1E311 mode at 4.071 Gft, with cavity Q's of 980 and 580 respectively.

Having identified the resonant modes of the cavity, the electric

field configuration for both modes can be readily determined. The

electric field components for a TE mode In a cylindrical wave guide

are 4

E -0 (5a)
z

E 2 w CnJ (hr) sin(nW) (5b)_ r h 2 r nn

E - u C J (hr) cos(nO) (5c)h2 r n n

where n is the first digit in the mode number, Cn is a constant, and
30
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Jn is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind. E0
2 is the sum of

the squares of the field components:

E2 . E2 + E2 + E 2  (6)
0 z r E

Using the identity

' [ (x) - (x)] (7)
n 2 n-i n+1

we get

2= ~ 22
E 2 = ,n 2C2J2 (hr) sin 2(n ) +

0 h2r n n

2

win C J2 (J (hr) - J (hr)} 2 2 ( (8)
h2 n n-i n+1

Equation (8) has been plotted as a function of r for both the

TEll1 mode and the TE 311 mode in Fig. 12, where it is seen that the

electric field distribution for each of the two modes is very different.

The TEllI mode emphasizes the central core of the electron density

distribution, whereas the TE311 mode emphasizes the electron density

closer to the wall. Hence, measurements of the resonant frequency shift

for both modes under the same discharge conditions are complementary,

and allow an inference of the spatial variation of the electron density.

The final steps in using Equations (3) and (4) to determine the
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electron density are to assume a functional form for the spatial

variation of Ne and use the frequency shift data for the two cavity

modes to determine the parameters of the functional form. For this

study, the electron density was assumed to be of the form:

N-N 0 (1- (r/R) 2m ) (9)
o

where N is the axial electron density (the density down the axis of the

cavity at r:O), R is the radius of the cavity, and m is an integer. For

this distribution, the electron density is highest at the center of the

cavity and drops off to zero at the wall. The value of m determines how
'p

rapidly the electron density drops to zero. It is also assumed that the

variation of the electron density in the z direction can be ignored

since the cavity is long compared with the sheath thickness at the

endplates. Using Equations (3), (4), and (9), and the experimental data

for the frequency shift for both modes, a computer was used to determine

N and m for all discharge conditions.

In this chapter, the theoretical basis and the experimental

procedure for measuring the electron density in the hollow

cathode/microwave cavity have been discussed. In the following chapters,

Vresults of electron density measurements performed in discharges with

helium and silane diluted in helium will be presented.
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IV. DC MEASUREHENTS

-.) ~..The method outlined in Chapter 3 was used to determine the electron

density in the hollow cathode discharge system. The shift in resonant

.- frequency was measured as a function of gas pressure, discharge current

and gas mixture for both the TE111 and TE311 nodes. For these

experiments, pure helium was used as a baseline with which to compare

the results for silane diluted in helium. The resonant frequency of the

empty cavity is determined by adjusting the frequency of the microwave

generator, observing the peak In the detector signal, and using the

wavemeter to determine the frequency. The procedure is identical when

there is a plasma in the cavity, except that as the electron density

increases, the cavity Q decreases, which makes the frequency more

difficult to determine.

Typical data for these measurements are shown in Fig. 13, a plot of

the shift in resonant frequency of the cavity for both odes as a

function of hollow cathode current for a 1% SiO4 in helium mixture at

300 nT. As expected, increasing the discharge current increases the

electron density due to increased ionization in the plasma. Also, the

magnitude of the frequency shift is much smaller for the

TE311 mode than for the TEill mode, which indicates that for these

discharge conditions, the electron density is much higher in the center

of the cavity than towards the wall. More will be said about this later.

Data such as that in Fig. 13 are analyzed, as discussed in Chapter

3, using a computer to calculate the values for N0 and m in Equation

36
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Fig. 13 Resonant frequency shift as a function of current for the
TE ll and TE311 modes in 300 mT of 1% SiH 4 in helium.
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(9). The results of this calculation for pure helium are shown in Fig.

14, where the axial electron density (the density of electrons at the

center of the hollow cathode cylinder, or NO ) is plotted as a function

of discharge current and helium pressure. The electron density increases

linearly with discharge current, and is in the 1010 electrons/cm 3 range,

which is approximately as expected for a partially ionized medium at

these pressures. Figure 14 also shows that the electron density

increases approximately linearly with pressure in the system (for

pressures In this range). This is also expected since increasing the

pressure increases the density of neutrals available for ionization.

Figure 15 is a plot of the sane type of data presented in Fig. A,

with the additional variable of percentage silane diluted in helium. The

results are basically the same as before: there is a linear relationship

between the electron density in the plasma and the discharge current.

However, the effect of the addition of silane to the discharge is quite

dramatic: the electron density is greatly reduced even for very small

percentages of silane. Compared to 100% helium, there is approximately

an order of magnitude decrease in electron density for just a 2% silane

In helium mixture. This indicates that adding silane to the gas mixture

greatly accelerates the loss rate for electrons in the discharge.

In order to understand the nature of this increased electron
density decay, the functional dependence of the electron density with

silane percentage must be considered. The increased density decay might

be attributable to a difference in diffusion coefficient of the silane

or silane product Ions compared to helium Ions, thus changing the rate

of ambipolar diffusion of the electrons to the wall. The expression for
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the ambipolar diffusion constant for electrons in a multi-species

discharge is4
1

D - D ++ D (10)a'e N a'He N aSiH+x
e e

where (He+ ] and [Sil x +1 are the concentrations of helium ions and silane

product ions, respectively. The rate equation for the electron loss,

assuming a diffusional loss process, is

dN N
de e ()
dt T

where P is the electron production term in cm- 3 sec 1 and T Is the

diffusion time constant. For steady state (dc), the time derivative is

zero and

N = PT (12)

Substituting for r gives

A[Y.a N e P(13)

e A[yDa,He + + (I-y)Da,SiH+l]

where A is a geometrical constant and Y is the percentage helium in the

gas mixture. From Equation (13), the variation in Ne with silane

percentage for the low percentages shown in Fig. 15 would be quite
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small, certainly smaller than the order of magnitude change shown In

Fig. 15.

This suggests then, that the Increased electron decay is instead

attributable to a volumetric loss process such as recombination or

attachment. At these pressures, recombination is an unlikely process, so

we attribute this increased electron loss to dissociative attachment.

Ignoring diffusion but including attachment, Equation (11) can be

rewritten

dN
S P - k[XIN e  (14)

dte

where k is the rate coefficient for the attachment process and [X] is

the concentration of attaching species, which is directly related to the

percentage silane in the gas mixture. Again, for steady state

dNe /dt is zero, so the solution for Equation (14) is

1 ktXI
- = (15)

N P
e

which indicates a straight-line relationship between 1/Ne and percentage silane.

Figure 16 is a plot of 1/Ne versus percent SiH4 and, indeed, it is a

straight line, which indicates that the predominant loss mechanism in

the discharge is attachment, rather than diffusional losses to the wall.

Further evidence for the volumetric nature of the electron loss

process is provided by consideration of the spatial electron density

distribution, which is determined by the method outlined in Chapter 3.
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Figure IT shows the results of the computer analysis of the raw data and

N the determination of values for N0 and a in Equation (9) for 100% helium

at 300 aT for a hollow cathode current of 25 mA: electron density is

plotted as a function of radial distance from the center of the hollow

cathode, normalized to the radius of the hollow cathode. The profile

shown in Fig. 17 indicates that the major electron loss process Is due

to diffusion to the walls, which is expected since helium is not an

attaching gas and recombination is not a significant loss process in

helium at 300 mT. In terms of the raw data, this radial profile is

indicated by the much larger resonant frequency shift for the

T l1 wmode compared to that for the TE3 11 mode. This indicates a much

larger density of electrons in the center of the cavity than out toward

the walls. Consequently, the value for a is one, and the radial density

distribution is rounded as expected for a diffusional loss process.

Figure 18 shows the same type of results as Fig. 17, except in this

case silane is added to the discharge. In contrast to Fig. 17, in Fig.

18 there is a very noticeable flattening in the electron density profile

as silane is added, in addition to the reduction in the overall

magnitude of the electron density. In this case, the magnitude of the

frequency shift for the TE3 11 mode becomes closer to that for the

TEll 1 mode as silane is added to the discharge, indicating that the

relative density of electrons near the walls is becoming comparable to

the axial electron density. As the density of silane in the gas mixture

increases, the value for a in Equation (9) increases, which is shown by

the flattening of the curves. The type of profile shown in Fig. 18 is

not characteristic of diffusion, but rather indicates that electrons are
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being lost before they have a chance to diffuse. In other words, there

is a large volumetric loss of electrons in this discharge when silane is

added to the gas mixture, which is indicated In Fig. 18 by the reduction

in axial density compared to the density for r ",R.

Having established that dissociative attachment is a very

significant process in slane glow discharges, which causes a large

reduction In the electron density, it is important to ascertain which of

the species in the discharge is responsible for the attachment, and what

the rate coefficient for the process is. In the next chapter, these

issues will be addressed using the same microwave diagnostic technique

with a pulsed hollow cathode discharge.
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V. PULSED MEASUREMENTS

The attaching specie in the silane/helium discharge and the rate

coefficient for the attaching process were determined by replacing the

dc power supply used in Chapter 4 with a pulsed power supply. By pulsing

the hollow cathode to create a plasma and measuring the resonant

frequency of the cavity as a function of time in the afterglow, the time

history of the electron density can be obtained.

Figure 19 shows typical oscilloscope tracings of the discharge

current and the microwave detector voltage when the hollow cathode is

pulsed. In Fig. 19, the microwave generator is set at the resonant

S frequency of the empty cavity, indicated by the negative voltage on the

oscilloscope trace before the current pulse. When the hollow cathode is

pulsed and a plasma is created, the resonant frequency of the cavity is

shifted, so that the detector voltage goes to zero. Eventually, the

electron density in the cavity decays and the cavity returns to

resonance indicated by the return of the detector voltage to its initial

negative value. If the frequency of the microwave generator is Increased

during the pulsed experiments, there is a dip in the oscilloscope trace

which is due to the cavity becoming resonant at the electron density

corresponding to the frequency of the microwave generator, giving a

simultaneous measure of the electron density and the time at which that

density occurs. By changing the frequency of the microwave generator and

measuring the time of the corresponding dip in the detector voltage, the

electron density as a function of time can be determined. From the time
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history of the electron density in the afterglow, information about the

nature of the attachment process can be obtained.

Figure 19a shows the results of these measurements for 100% helium.

The time for the electron density to decay to zero is about 3 asec, in

contrast to Fig. 19b where a 2.5% silane/helium gas mixture has been

used, and the decay time is greatly reduced to around 0.2 msec. This

supports the results obtained in the previous chapter that the presence

of silane greatly increases the electron loss rate in the plasma. This

is shown more clearly in Fig. 20, a plot of the time dependence of the

electron density for pure helium and for a 5% SiH4/He mixture, both at

300 mT. The time constant for the decay in pure helium is on the order

Nof hundreds of microseconds, characteristic of electron loss by

ambipolar diffusion to the walls. When silane is added to the gas

mixture, even in small amounts, there is a very noticeable increase in

the rate of electron density decay. In Fig. 20, the decrease in decay

time constant is over an order of magnitude for a 5% silane in helium

, mixture.

For a given SiH4 concentration in the input gas mixture, the decay

time was found to be a function of the pulse width and the pulse

current. The time history of the electron density for different
excitation pulse widths is illustrated in Fig. 21, which shows that the

decay time constant is very dependent on pulse width. This dependence is

plotted in Fig. 22 for 300 mT of a 5% SH4/He mixture, showing that an

increase in the pulse width applied to the discharge causes a decrease

in the decay time constant. Similar behavior is observed when the

current In the pulse is increased while holding the pulse width and
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voltage constant: the decay time decreases with increasing current. The

*effect of increasing pulse width and pulse current is to increase the

* dissociation of the parent SIH molecules, thus reducing the

SiH4 molecule density in the plasma. Since the decay constant increases

as the dissociation of SilH4 increases, it is concluded that the electron

attachment is due primarily to some product specie of the dissociation

of SIH (SiH1 or H2 ), and that attachment to SiH 4 is not significant in

these experiments.

A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used to determine the relative

concentration of the various dissociation products of silane. Distinct

peaks were observed for H, "2, SiH, SiH2, and SiH 3 The height of the
peak corresponding to molecular hydrogen indicated that H2 is a major

dissociation product of silane in this discharge, so experiments were

performed to determine whether dissociative attachment to is a factor

in the large electron loss in silane discharges. The silane/helium

mixture used previously was replaced by molecular hydrogen diluted in

helium. The result of measurements of the reciprocal time constant vs.

percent H2 is shown in Fig. 23, and shows that as H2 is added to helium,

the time constant for electron decay increases, which is readily

accounted for by the lower diffusion constant of H2+ in helium compared

to He*. 4 2 Similar experiments were performed by adding H2 to the 5%

SiH4 /He mixture, with the result that again the time constant for

electron loss increased. This indicates very clearly that dissociative

attachment to H2 produced from the dissociation of SiH4 is not a

significant process In silane discharges. The mass spectroscopic

measurements also showed that the peak corresponding to Sill was very
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small, but those for SiH 2 and SiH3 were roughly equal in height, and

over an order of magnitude higher than that for SiH. From this we

conclude that the primary dissociative attachment process is to

SiHl2, SiH 3, or possibly both.

The functional dependence of the time constant on pulse width can

be calculated by considering the rate equations for dissociation and

attachment in the plasma. It is assumed that the major dissociation

process is electron impact dissociation of silane (Equation (2), where

SIHI is the attaching specie SiH 2 or SiH 3). The pertinent rate equations

are

d[SiH 4] -CI (16a)

dt

d[SiH x It = CI [SiH 4]  (16b)

dN
e

- . -k [SiH I N (16c)
dt

where I is the discharge current, C is a constant, and k is the

attachment rate coefficient. Equations (16a) and (16b) describe the

dissociation process, and (16c) describes the attachment of electrons by

the dissociation product. In using Equation (16), it is assumed that

these processes are fast compared to the flow of gases in the system.

Experimentally, this means that the pulse repetition rate has been
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slowed sufficiently to ensure that there is a fresh fill of gas every

time the hollow cathode is pulsed. The solution to Equation (16a) is

[SiR 4] =. [SiH 4]o e
-CIt (17)

Substituting (17) into Equation (16b) gives

d[SiH = CI [SiH 4]° e'Cit (18)

dt

so that

t

[SiH x] - CI e dt (19)o

where tp is the duration of the current pulse, leading to a value for

the attaching species density of

[SiH x  CI [SiH 4]° (1 - e-Citp) (20)

The solution to Equation (16c) is

: -k[SiHx] t
Ne - N eo (21)

Thus, the time constant for the electron density decay due to attachment

may be written
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4.

±-= k[SiH ,, k [SiH4] (1 - eCtP) (22)

• T

which expresses the time constant in terms of the external discharge

parameters. A comparison of this theoretical expression with

experimental results is shown in Fig. 24. The data points were obtained

using the method outlined previously, and the solid lines were obtained

by using a least squares fit to the 0.5% silane data in order to obtain

a value for CI, and then generating the curves for the other three

silane percentages using Equation (22). The agreement between the

theoretical and experimental values in Fig. 24 is excellent, further

confirming that dissociative attachment to a product specie of the

silane dissociation is the predominant electron loss process in silane

discharges. The 0.25% experimental results are slightly higher than the

theory predicts, which is attributed to the fact that at such a low

percentage silane, the losses due to diffusion start to become

comparable to those for attachment, thus lowering the time constant

below the expected value.

Using the data from Fig. 24, it is possible to estimate the rate

coefficient (k) for the dissociative attachment process in this plasma.

The density of the Sil 4 parent molecule is known from the pressure and

the percent silane in the gas mixture. Using Equation (22) for large

values of tp, k is determined by dividing the reciprocal time constant

by the silane density. Using the large pulse width values of 1/ T from

Fig. 24, we estimate a rate coefficient for this process of
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2.65t 0.19 x1 0 cu3/sec. The assumption that all the input silane is

- dissociated into an attaching specie, which Is implicit in Equations

(16a) an (16b), is only an approximation, so the density of attaching

species is likely to be somewhat smaller than the input silane density.

Thus, the estimate obtained is a lower bound on the real value of k.

However, since the mass spectrometric measurements show an equal amount

of SH 2 and SiO 3 and very little SIH, this value for k Is probably off

by no more than a factor of 2.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The work described in the previous chapters was undertaken to

measure the electron density in silane/helium plasmas, and from these

• .easurments to identify important kinetic processes and reaction

pathways in the silane discharge. The major results of these

measurements can be summarized as follows: the electron density in

silane/hellu discharges decreases dramatically when silane is added to

helium; the larger the slane percentage, the larger the decrease In the

electron density. Since silane and many of its dissociation products are

electronegative, this phenomenon can be readily accounted for by a

process of dissociative attachment of electrons. Studies using a pulsed

discharge show that silane itself is not the dominant specie responsible

for the attachment, but rather the attachment is through some product of

the dissociation of silane. Molecular hydrogen is also ruled out by

similar pulsed studies, and SIH is an unlikely candidate due to its

relatively low density in the discharge. This suggests that the

dissociative attachment process is to SiH2 , SIH3 , or both, and is

described by

e + SiH - -SiH- _1. + H (23)

x x

where x is either 2 or 3. The rate coefficient for this process was

measured to be 2.65 x 10"10 cm3 /sec.

These results have very important implications for the
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understanding and modeling of silane discharges and the deposition

process. A decrease in electron density fundamentally changes the plasma

environment by lowering the plasma potential, changing the electron

energy distribution, and thus altering reaction pathways. The rate

coefficient determined In this study for the dissociative attachment

process is a significant fraction of the value derived from the

literature for the rate coefficient for electron impact dissociation of

silane (%10 -9 cm3 /sec). 4 3 Thus, the attachment process described by

Equation (23) is In direct competition with the dissociation of silane,

which provides the raw material for amorphous silicon film growth.

Clearly, the loss of electrons due to this process has a significant

effect on the properties of the discharge plasma and the films grown in

discharge systems, and should be included in comprehensive models of the

silane glow discharge. Moreover, the fact that relatively large

densities of negative ions are being formed in the plasma night have

some bearing on the differences between film grown on the cathode and

the anode, and also on the possibilities of reactions between negative

ions and neutrals in the discharge, both of which have only been

speculated upon in the literature.

The work reported here has shown that dissociative attachment is a

very important process in silane discharges, one that has been virtually

ignored in models of silane plasmas. The inclusion of this process

should lead to more realistic (and one hopes, more useful) models of the

deposition of amorphous silicon from glow discharges.
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Measurements of the electron density in dc and pulsed silane/helium discharges show that the
addition of silane to the gas mixture causes a large reduction in the electron density. By
monitoring the electron decay time in the afterglow, it is found that the dominant electron loss
mechanism in silane/helium is not ambipolar diffusion to the walls, but instead is a volumetric
loss process, most likely dissociative attachment of electrons to a product of the silane
dissociation. A lower bound for the rate coefficient for this loss process has been determined to ht
2.b5' It0 ... ci'/ c.

I. INTRODUCTION mentary and allow an inference of the spatial distribution of

The use of glow discharges for the deposition of amor- the electron density. For the measurements reported here,

phous silicon has spurred many studies of deposition plas- the current densities ranged from 40 to 2001sA/cm2 , with dc
mas, including studies of the positive ionic species.'-" How- and pulsed voltages of between 500 and 1000 V (depending
ever, negative ions in silane plasmas have been largely on the composition and the pressure of the gas) applied to the

ignored. This is a significant omission since the formation of hollow cathode.

negative ions can greatly affect the plasma kinetics hy reduc- The electron density is determined by measuring the
ing the electron density, lowering the plasma potential, and shift in resonant frequency of the cavity due to the interac-
by altering reaction pathways. In silane deposition plasmas, tion of the microwave electric field with the free electrons in

there are several possible negative ion formation paths, and the plasma. Using a simple perturbation theory1 the electron
these processes should be accounted for in any complete density is found to be directly proportional to the shift in
model of the deposition of amorphous silicon. In this paper, resonant frequency and is given by
we describe experiments using microwave diagnostic tech- , 2mc0 (2iff 0 )2 

Af (I)
niques to measure the electron density and the decay rate of = 1 (1)

the electron density in silane/ielium discharges to deter- where V, is the spatiily iiveuiged election drnsiiy.J,, ik lie
none what negutivewi formation processesar-taking place, resonant frequency of the cavity, and Afis the resonant fre-
and to determine the rate coefficients for these processes. quency shift. Due to the nonuniformity of the electron den-

sity N, the average electron density is obtained by weighting
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS N, by the electric field

The experimental apparatus used in this study is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The electron density was measured
in a discharge in a hollow cathode that also serves as a micro-
wave cavity. The hollow cathode configuration was chosen " - 0 1
both to facilitate the microwave measurements and because CnoI [
the hollow cathode discharge is sustained in a manner some-
what similar to the rf discharge.' Thus, the results obtained V Tj
here should be equally applicable to rf deposition systems. - ',
The hollow cathode/cavity is a 9.8 cm inner diameter stain-
less steel cylinder, 17.5 cm long, with two stainless steel end - I

plates, each with a 2.5 cm centered hole to allow gas flow. Ii
Loop antennae are used to excite the cavity, to detect the , [

microwaves in the cavity, and also serve as grounded anodes.
Two cavity modes were used in making these measure- -

ments: the TEll, mode with a resonance at 1.955 GHz and 1

the TE3, mode at 4.071 GHz. The cavity Q was measured to
be 980 and 580 for the I I and 311 modes, respectively. The
TE,,, and TE ,, modes have very different field configura-
tions, shown in Fig. 2. The TE,,, mode emphasizes the cen-
tral core of the electron density distribution, whereas the
TEI, mode emphasizes the electron density closer to the F1 I E xperimnnt l %eltip for mneasurig elect roni dlsil'iN in i hoto% cath -

wall. Hence, measurements using both modes are comple- ode iischarge
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+ m. The result of that computation is shown in Fig. 4 for pure
uj helium and various silane percentages. As expected, the elec-

tron density increases with increasing current. However, the
electron density decreases very rapidly as silane is added to
the discharge, being reduced by nearly an order of magni-
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r/R40'0

He! S,H.

FIG. 2. Sum of the radial and circumferential electric field components for H
the TE,,, and TE3,, modes.

30

N,- ' 'N.I~ (2) 'E

El )dV

We assume a radial distribution given by 20

N,= No[ I - (rIR )" 1, (3)
where No is the electron density at the central axis of the
cavity and R is the radius of the cavity. (For this distribution W

4the electron density is highest at the center and decreases to j 1%

zero as r approaches R.) It is also assumed that the variation
P.of the electron density in the zdirection can be ignored since .11

the cavity is long compared to the sheath thicknesses at the
end plate%. Using Eqs. f I H3) and the resonant frequency 2%
shift measurements for the two modes, a computer was used

% to determine the values for N0 and m, and hence the spatial
distribution for all discharge condition,,.

111. dc MEASUREMENTS '10 2',.

The resonant frequency shift as a function of diicharge IS( 14ARGF C IPHI N I (mA)

current for a typical discharge is shown in Fig. 3. This is the 1 l(6 4 I h iton du,'.it v urrnil t -or fiitund u tiln/helium mixture%
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order of hundreds of microseconds, characteristic of elec-
tron loss by ambipolar diffusion to the walls. When silane is
added to the gas mixture, even in small amounts, there is a
very noticeable increase in the rate of electron density decay.

0 __ In Fig. 6, the decrease in decay time constant is over an order
0 02 04 0 o8 10 of magnitude for a 5% silane in helium mixture. This indi-

/R cates that the addition of silane increases electron losses in
the plasma; the major loss process is no longer diffusion to

FIG. 5. Radial electron density distribution for silane/helium mixtures. the walls, but is instead a volumetric loss process. Given the
electronegative nature ofsilane and silane radicals, this volu-
metric loss is most likely due to negative ion formation by

tude for as little as 2% silane. This indicates that the addition dissociative attachment.
of silane greatly accelerates the loss of electrons in the dis- The dependence of the electron decay time constant on
charge. the pulse width of the excitation is shown in Fig. 7, a plot of

The nature of this increased loss mechanism can be de- the electron decay time constant versus pulse width for 300
duced from Fig. 5, which is the spatial variation of the elec- mT of a 5% SiH 4/He mixture. An increase in the pulse
tron density as a function of silane percentage obtained from width applied to the discharge causes a decrease in the decay
Eq. (3). As silane is added to the discharge, the overall elec-
tron density goes down as shown before in Fig. 4. In addi-
tion, as the silane percentage increases, the profile becomes 1Ox O4  1
more uniform with r. In terms of the raw data (e.g., Fig.3), 5% $,H4IHe
this is indicated by a decrease in the frequency shift for both 9 30 n/t
modes (reduced electron density) and a proportionately larg-
er decrease for the TE,,, mode, indicating that the reduction
in axial electron density is larger than for that near the wall, 7
hence the more uniform profile. This flattening is indicative

__ of an increased volumetric loss process caused by the addi- 6
tion ofsilane. At these pressures, volumetric recombination 7 -
is not likely to be a significant electron loss process, so we _ I
attribute the increased electron losses to dissociative attach- -I-
ment to silane or one of its dissociation products. To deter- 4
mine the rate coefficient for this process, the dc power supply
was replaced by a pulsed supply, and the electron loss rate
measured.

IV. PULSED MEASUREMENTS

The electron loss rate was determined by pulsing the
hollow cathode to create a plasma, and measuring the reso- 0 0 lol ,)0

nant frequency shift as a function of time in the afterglow.
Figure 6 is a plot of the time dependence of electron density PULSE WIDTH (A, sec)
for pure helium and for a 5% SiH 4/He mixture, both at 300 FIG 7 Variation of the inverse time constant with pulse width for 5%
mT. The time constant for the decay in pure helium is on the %ilane in helium
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time constant. Similar behavior is observed when the current 30 x o'F

in the pulse is increased while holding the pulse width con- 28 10 S', He

stant: the decay time decreases with increasing current. The 26
effect of increasing pulse width and pulse current is to in- 24
crease the dissociation of the parent SiH, molecules, thus
reducing the SiM4 molecule density in the plasma. Since the ,
decay constant increases as the dissociation of Sili4 in- 

creases, we conclude that the electron attachment is due pri- 16
marily to some product specie of the dissociation of SiH 4  ' 5

(SiH or H2), and that attachment to SiH 4 is not significant 2

in these experiments. 1
A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used to detemine 0

the relative concentration of the various dissociation pro-
ducts of silane. Distinct peaks were observed for H, H2, SiH, 6

SiH 2, and SiH,. The height of the peak corresponding to 4

molecular hydrogen indicated that H, is a major dissociation 2

product of silane in this discharge, so experiments were per- '00 200 300

formed to determine whether dissociative attachment to H,
is a factor in the large electron loss in silane discharges. The PULSE WIDTH (i sec)
silane/helium mixture used previously was replaced by mo- FIG. 8. Inversetime constant as a function of pulsewidth and percent silane

lecular hydrogen diluted in helium. The result of measure- in helium for small silane percentages.

ments of the reciprocal time constant versus percent H2
show that as H2 is added to helium, the time constant for
electron decay increases, which is readily accounted for by then levels off and remains constant as the pulse width be-
the lower diffusion constant of H 2* in helium compared to comes large enough to dissociate most of the parent SiH 4
He *.' Similar experiments were performed by adding H2 to molecules. The l/r for 0.25% silane is slightly higher than
the 5% SiH 4/He mixture, with the result that again the time expected, which is attributed to the fact that at this low per-
constant for electron loss increased. This indicates very centage, the decay rate of the electron density due to attach-
clearly that dissociative attachment to H2 produced from the ment becomes comparable to that for diffusion to the walls,
dissociation of SiH 4 is not a significant process in silane dis- so both processes contribute to the measured decay. When
charges. The mass spectroscopic measurements also showed the pulse width is large enough to dissociate all of the silane,
that the peak corresponding to SiH was very small, but those it is possible to obtain an estimate for k. The density of the
for SiH and SiH, were roughly equal in height, and over an SiH 4 parent molecule is known from the pressure and the
order of magnitude higher than that for SiH. From this we percent silane in the gas mixture. Using the assumption that
conclude that the primary dissociative attachment process is for large pulse widths, all of the parent silane molecules are
to SiH 2, SiH1, or possibly both. dissociated in the discharge into an attaching specie (so

These measurements make possible an estimate of the [SiH, ] equals the input silane density), k can be determined
rate coefficient for the dissociative attachment process in by dividing the reciprocal time constant by the silane den-
this plasma. Assuming that the attachment process is fast sity. Using the large pulse width values of I /r from Fig. 8, we
compared to diffusion, and that recombination of electrons estimate a rate coefficient for this process of
and positive ions is negligible at these pressures, the decay 2.65 ± 0.19 X 10- "' cm'/sec. Since the density of attaching
process can be d-scribed by species is likely to be somewhat smaller than the input silane

dN,/dt = - k [SiH, ]N,, (4) density, the estimate obtained is a lower bound on the real

where k is the rate coefficient for the process and [SiH. I is value of k.

the density of the attaching specie (SiH 2 or SiH), which gives
a time constant for the process of V. CONCLUSION

l/k [SiH, . (5) In conclusion, a pulsed hollow cathode discharge has

Increasing the pulse width increases the dissociation of the been used to investigate the time dependence of the electron
parent SiH, molecule into SiH, SiH 3, and other dissociation density in SiH 4/He deposition plasmas. Addition of silane
products. As the pulse width is increased to large values, greatly decreases the electron decay time constant due to
nearly all of the parent SiH 4 molecules become dissociated, volumetric attachment of electrons. Varying the pulse width
and the electron decay time constant no longer decreases and current show that the attachment is due mainly to a
since an increase in pulse width does not create any more of product of the dissociation of silane, and is not due to SiH 4
the attaching specie. Figure 8 shows results of measurements itself. Further measurements show [hat 11, is not the major
similar to those of Fig. 7 except that the percentage silaie in attaching specie. Thus, we conclude that attachment is an
helium has been reduced to one percent or less. As the pulse extremely important process in silane discharges, and most
width is increased (with the current and voltage held con- likely proceeds through the silane dissociation products
stant), the inver-e decay time constant initially increases, but SiH, and SilK.
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K: The Spatial and Temporal Evolution of the Glow in
an RF Discharge

G. A. HFBNFR AND .1. T. VERDFYEN. SIl NIOR Mt-MHi-:R, IWtt

%bstrc-The temporal and spatial evolution of the glow in a 1.0- relatively short compared to the RF period (4(X) Its and
and 2.6-Mitz radio-frequency 4RF) excited discharge has been photo- I ps). By using the framing camera, we have observed
graphed with a high-%peed framing camera. Evidence is presented eiec feetoswt alsi eairi h o
%bowing electrons with a ballistic behavior in thc body of the glow and cieeoflcrnswtablltcbhaoritebdy
a time dela - between the maximum optical intensity of the glow and of the glow and a time delay between maximum light frm
the maximum RE voltage. The effect of the dc self-bias on the glow is the glow and the maximum RF voltage.
also shown. The implications of these observations on the dynamics of
the ion motion in ihe plasma are discussed. If. ExPE.RIMENTAL APPARATUS

1. INKODUIR)NThe parallel-plate RF circuit and the camera system are
I I~onhLlIONshown in Fig. I. The RF system consists of a parallel-

T~A!)lO-RI-QUNCY (RF) plasma etching and de- plate discharge tube, matching network, and power %up
cRpsiin (iet semicondu1ctor, matertals has found in- ply. Two matching networks are available at 1 0 and 2 6

cre~og u.einindustry I1,21.However, tebasic dy- MHZ. Tealunminumn electrodes are 10 cm in diameter and
nmc fthe RE plasma are not completely understood. 3 cm thick and are mounted in a Pyrex tube. Electrode

Thus in recent year% there has been increasing interest in separation is 3 8 cm. The rear side of the driven electrode
studying the fundamental dynamic,, of the RF plasma in is separated from a ground plane by a I .5-min-thick Tef
etching. deposition. and noble gases Ion sheet to confine the discharge to only one side of the

FkirkN studies of thc RF plasmna have esamined the for- drtven electrode Heliuim flows, through the systeml at
rnalon and characteristics of the sheaths 131. the energy pesrso 0 Tt
distribution of the ions strtktng the cathode 141, and the The applied RF voltage is monitored by a calibrated
plismna ptential 151. 161 in helium, neon, and argon. More capacitance voltage divider and the current is monitored
recent studies have focused on the temporal and spatial with a Tektronix current probe. Voltage and current wave-
es olution of the plasma. Several techniques such as Lang- forms (Fig 2) are digitized and multiplied by a computer
mucir probes to observe electron properties 171, (8], optical to obtain the instantaneous power The power becomes
emiission ;Ictinomet- to estimate relative radical concen- negative during portions of the RF cycle since the div%
trations 191( 1111. timne-resolved LIF to observe ion con- charge is reactive. The power peaks at the same time that
centrations and nmotion 1121. and field- induced state mnix- the current reaches a maximum. However, the voltage
ing to measure electrtc fields and potentials 1131 have peaks after the current and the maximum light output
protsen useful All oft these studies haie helped to increase peaks after the violtage peak (see Fig% 5 -7) These points
the understotnding of RI- plasmwan d to' des elop useful Aill be disetisseil in detail later The dc self bias Is inca
11inotlcs 1l 141 161. 1141 stired through aI 2MN niH choke to filter thec RI- compo-

% ['hits, it order to tmidcIstand the ds ~tl tcs of the RI- necnis of- the voltage Bias voltages arc generally in the
d ichairge . it I, itipotlint too ,ie hoth the temporal and range of 0 to 1 21) V with short -circuit currents oil 0) 9
sp.Iial cs 'luiiioo of the plasma t'o akhics c this, we has e miA Operating power levels are 2 20 W into the plasma
used a training dtniera to photogrmph the esolutton of a The high speed camera consiss of a standard camera

* helrm pLisnia T-he use of the framnlitg -itnera allows one~ lens (50o tun -f 121. a gated image intensifier tube(-. and at
* toobsrs theeflct f bas -powr. nd ressre n ti.'conventional osetlloscopc camera to collect and icord the

des elopinent iif the entire plasmaj InI order to isolate a
sinle pecrallin, a inererece iltr ws ued or image When used, the IS875. A initeerence filter is
sinle pecrallin, i inererece iltr ws ued or mounted in front of the lens To synichroniie the camera

somne photographs to obser-ve the 5875 A 0 'D -2 'P) to the RI- period, the RI- signal from the capacitance volt
line oft helium The lifetime of this state,- 14 ns 1151, iS aedvdrisdvdddgtal oapoimtk4, I

This signal triggers a digital delay generator. which is,Man-s ti rre civct June 25 I Q5S res ised \Sugusi 2hi 1995 Thi% woirk h -o~ino h rigro h ihsot
%a, %uppv.mrd hv ihe Arrni Researth M(ii under (untract DAAG 20 91 used ito %a aritepsto ftetigrytehg-oi

K ILPum nd 1* the \t-i trpusuwn lituhr.itirv 1'SAt under Contract pulser over the RE cycle The high-,.oltage pulses have a
I lihis A '0 .,11"5 2-ns, width and an 9W~ V amplitude with less than 10 ns

I h, iumh..rs .,rr .. 1h th. tDep.,rlun .Ii I ir-d in d (iunputr I rigi
nc,-ng I 1,51 isis I Inmii ai I rhimna Chinpaigni I rhana 11 I190 of ltiter Since the s oliage as ross the mnicrocharnel plate

It- I I I or Numrhcr 941,1691 dlermiint. the gain oft the tihe, the voltage pulse cretates

1I WNf tI K t1 ivl 1'9mn 04 $0 N I 9XO 111 1
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r-POWEa very fast shutter, as well as amplifying the available
- _ tight. By observing both the RF discharge voltage and the

[11W9IA high-voltage pulse applied to the image tube. the portion
_ pA~ of the RF cycle that is being photographed can be deter-

(i ~~ PtRW0 ~~) mined and adjusted with the delay generator. The images1 are recorded on 400 ASA Tri-X. The negatiives are ana-
- ~ 1lyzed with a microdenisitonieter to deieriii (he opxicaI

F I density through t he middle of ihe dIsi ha, ge
Ill. Ri Sii IS AND I lISSc IsstN

Iir I %m hen.ui it diigram. ofi ihe lii,,ing cania, syl l s i nd tu., he Hi dis
Lharge ~,rtuoi Thc camnerais %814 cm tn~i the plasnma Corn~xnent value% Two representative framning photographs of [tic RF
arc L z28 IAH. C =200 pF for 2 6-MHz oftcriion. and L =400 41.l plasma are shown in Fig. 3. The T abov~e one oft the elec-
C 700 pF fo.r 1 0 MH2z trodes marks the drivenj electrode. while the unmarked

_________________electrode is grounded. The electrode locatlons are marked
500 by the white bands. In Fig. 3(a), the driven electrode is

the cathode. Note the well-defined cathode- sheath region
and the way the lighi intensity 'ecreascs toward.% the an-

260 ode. The discharge does not fill the entire volume be-
tween the electrodes, but instead tends to font] a truncated

?60 /cone with the base at the cathode. In Fig. 3(b), thc un-
/ marked plate is now the cathode and the marked plate Is
I the anode. Again, the glow has a well-defined sheath with

the light intensity decreasing towards the anode in a trun-
Nor, cated cone. This general shape was common to all the

0 ?0 40<0 60 0 photographs.
The cone shape hais several possible origiwns The lurst

ii)is that the discharge volumne is circular. The second i.- that
the ion spatial distribution is nonuniform due to diffusion.

A,~ As a result, the electrons produced by ion bombardment
of the cathode should ha% c a distribut ion that peakt, in the

f center of the discharge and decreases, radiallN Further-

__ ..more. the field due to the wall sheaths tends. to deflect the
electrons towards the center of the glow D~ue to the dif-

-4-ficulty inisolating all the possible causes, no4 atticimpt was
made in this study to identify the dominant mechanism

4.. The shape of the glow in Fig. 3 appears to bt: similar
Ito the shape of the negative glow in a parallel-plate dc

disc harge. It has been hypothesized that the RF discharge
jn .. 40 01C o is similar to a hollow cathode discharge with alternating

?IV~40~) 5'~C 800 cathode dark spaces and a common negatiiv glow Ill If

this is the case, then the electrons from the cathode will
have a ballistic component. An object placed in the elec-
tron beam should cast a shadow since the electrons that
are accelerated from the cathode are intercepted by the
object and are removed froii the dowknstreaii discharge
process The electrons belowt the obiect , w huch are' left
from the previous halt LC[c. esperinFLe irssuflicient held

4 ~to ac celerate anti produce. at glow (>.nsciirnt fid . the re

4 +Thoe eectrns hatdo not strike the object should con

J fted bylathvel straight towards the anode and not he at-
fecedby heobstruction Thus the glow froms the cathode

to the obec wil he si-lilar to the glow itihout the oh-
4()'"r et Hwvr hr should be an abrupt deL~case in op

lica emssio bemithe object creating a shadiw effect
Fig Tyitil wtefrmforthedi~ h~ge r( il a) 11ae () tu r To test the theort- that the exscitat ion results, fromi thos.,

rent 4n i, I-erTh peatn tonln, . MiIM cu.eeton hthv ballistic etsmlkinctt a qitari slide
sd7 to(twi is ad11A ithe plasm.. (2 5 x 8 x I Trm) resting or) Ithree 'n It) nirt/ legs w is
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tig -3 I-ranilof amcra photographs of (he 5975 glow with a quartza, side in the middle of the discharge In (ii the driven electrrode is at
MAXiinum nepgaiis shlagc wh:lc (h)i ia maiiimum positive voltage
th'.a hA(XV , 'n'itiaai, are Iic -urc as I q

tnsented tito the middle of the discharge. The photo-
graph-, are shown tn Fig 4 In Ftg 4(a), the driven elec-
tnxie is the cathode Note the ver, disttnct vertical shadow
LastIriclovi the slide The oppoitste half-cycle is shown in

a, Fig 4(h) A,, e pec ted, the shadow4 now extends up to the )

driven electrosde wkhtch ts the anode Fxcept f-or the dark 1-ig 5 Three -dimensional plots of the eviolutioan of the glow in a parallel

%pace on the anode side of the slide, the glow with and plaie RIP sysemn The violtage reference is shown in (bt Condition., are

without the slide tFig ir docs not appear to be signili- S00 V,_ I T helium. -20 V self-bias, 4 W ito the plasma, and 2 6

cantls di ticrent In addit ion,- the relativels straight sides MHz Electrode %eparation 1 4 t cm All optical lines ar photographed

a of (t: dark spaic indtc ate that the electrons that do not
intercept the sltde ointtnue relatt'.lN stratght towards the multiplication in the sheath, the transit time of an ion
anode, and ihe dark ,pace impltes that the electric field in across the sheath will affect the temporal evolution of the
the dark spak e is insufic.ient toi accelerate electrons to pmo- glow. To address the question of ion motion affecting the
duce a glowk rhus thewe dtstinct shadows tend to tndicate glow. microdensitometer scans of the negatives are used
that the bitd- (it the gltiw tis produced by a beam of elec to construct a three-dimensional picture of the plasma
irons which is cttnststent %kith the pres.ious simple model emission. The results of one of these scans is shown in
of the RFt plasmya Fig. 5, The microdensitometer is scanned from the driven

.5However. this simple model must be expanded in the electrode to the grounded electrode through the middle of
RF plasma to include the dsnamts (it the ion motion since the discharge. Proper spatial alignment is ensured by the
the time req~uired for an in ito trascrsc the sheath is sig reference marks on the electrode bands which also serve
ntficant Ahen compared to the RV- penod Because the as a constant intensity reference point for comparison of
electrons that produc the glow airc the re-sult of bosth ion photographs The lines at t r 0 mm and t = 46 mm
Vhwiihartliiiti wu itc tlahuulc giti cliition tonilation and represent the nilet ted light front the reference bands lDu
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to a slight dehw using and the resolution tf the microden- ELECYROOEsitometer, the driven electrode edge is located at x B 0

2.5 mm while the grounded electrode is at x = 43.5 mm.
The fast slope down from the reference bands provides a
measure ol the microdensitometer spatial resolution. To
allow a comparison between the applied voltage and the
light intensity, the RF voltage applied to the driven clec-

trtle i, showii in Fig. 5(b)
()ne call observe in :ig. 5 that the light peaks after the A

voltage maximum In addition, the glow continues to grow 2

over the entire cathode cycle of the electrode. The growth
of the glow and the relative delay between the maxinum
voltage and light can be attributed to the transit time of
ions across the sheath and the presence of relatively long
lifetime states in the following way. At low potentials.
the electrons produced by ion bombardment of the cath- (ARB UNI s

ode will have relatively low energy. Consequently, they (a)
will make only a few ionizing and exciting collisions be-
fore their energy is reduced to a low value. Since the elec-
trons are unable to penetrate very far into the gas. the
glov, will initially be relatively close to the cathode As - -

the potential increases, the energy and number of elec- ,
trons will increase. As a result, the electrons will pene- 6

trate farther into the gas and the peak of the glow will
move away from the cathode- The movement of the glow - ,,
peak away from the cathode is observed in Fig. 5(a) be- 5/

tween the times of 1O ns < t < 140 ns and 260 ns < t E
< 1() ns. The different starting times for the growth of
the glo, are due to the effect of the dc self-bias. When 4

the voltage waveform in Fig. 5(b) is offset by the bias /o

voltage, the growth of the glow begins at approximately i./ & CROW)
the same time after a zero-voltage crossing. At still higher 3 0 ,v, N

potentials, the energy and number of the electrons cross- 500 o FSo ,o10

ing the sheath continues to increase. The electrons now T (,S

have sufficient energy to cause ionization and excitation (h)

in the -.heath and the maximum in light intensity begins Fig. 6 Movement of the 5875-A glow near the driven and ground elec

to move towards the cathode, as shown in Fig. 5(a). At trodes (a) show% a portion of a microdensilometer scan of a negative

the maximumn cathode potential, large numbers of ions are The location of the hand describing the electrode is as marked I is the
distance from the electrode edge to the intercept of ihe extraiNiiaied line%

created which take time to drift acros the sheath. Thus deiermined by the niioi-dcnitomcler resiilutim and Ihe imcrcasc in the

the maximum in light, which is the result of electrons pro- glow (h) ,how. the evoluin ot the glhw near the dri en to I and Iith

duced by ion b'mbardment of the catlode, will he de- ground (&) electrohe, eh voltage applied to the Itiven eiectioi i% as

shown (arbitrary unlit) The dicharg" condilions arc the saet a, s "ip
laycd with respccl to the voltage As the potential de-
krases. the number of ions and the number and energy

ot electtrns decrease, and the glow intensity decreases. Many of the features of Fig. 5 are also observable in
The decay of the light after this point it due to the rela- Fig. 6. As the driven electrode becomes more negative.
lively long lifetimes of strong emission lines such as the the glow increases in intensity and moves towards the
515 A line (r - 75 ns) 1151 and the cascading of higher cathode as previously observed. Later. the glow at (ie
energy, long-lifetime stales ground electrode begins to grow as the electrons penetrate

The movement of the 5875. A glow near the electrodes the gas from the cathode. At the maximun voltage, many
at I ) MH I,, shown in Fig 6. The reference points used itons are formed, and since these ions take imc to drift
for these measurements are described in Fig. 6(a) Briefly, across the sheath, the glow continues to increase at the
L is the distance from the electrode edge to the intercept cathode and anode as observed in Fig. 5. As the p)lenltial
of the curve determined by the microdensitometer reso goes to zero, both glows move away from their respective
lution and the increase of the light due to the discharge. electrode since the number and energy of the electrons is
This intercept is a convenient measure of the intensity of reduced. This is in contrast to Fig. 5. where the glow
the glow near the electrode since the exact location of the continues into the next half-cycle due to long-lifetime
peak excitation is dithoull to locale states. However, both Figs. 5 and 6 dlisplay the basic

7,;
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200 0 IV. CONCL~USION

\AV W In order to understand the dynamics of the RF plasma.
it is important to study both the temporal and spatial
evolution of the plasma. The framing camera. which pro-

sensitivity, has allowed the observation andi mcasurrment

a - of the growth of the glow and the effect of the dc self-bias

3 on the shape of the glow. We have noted that the body of* 4)A the glow appears to be excited by a beam of electrons with
' ~~~ aballii c comfpitincri nt Kt iced by io n b linha~irdine l of

V/ th tlcatiodc and that file shadow is coilsisltl walthlthe thc
* v ~' -ory that the body of the plasma is similar to a negative

glow. The photograiphs also show. that the maximum light
* front the glow follows the peak cathode voltage and the

current and power maximum. Due to the delay in the glow
(b) peak, the ion transit time across the sheath appears to be

I ag I I hicc doiaacrasaon.al plans% taf the i'sohaaon of lace S97" gloaw il.1 ali important factor in the dynamiics of lte glow.
para I II plat %cms slettasawi ng ic eia of the det %elf bias onl Ihe glow

* ~ajax hiasctl 2A) V) while Nh as shaarlcdta lgrnn( 419rmA shori-artm
ctarut wajlhc voa lta ge rc Ic rent cis as showni The driven ccl rode is Io RIIi:R IN(' N

,,alcd at 1 2 mmn whale the grounad electriode as at xa 54 mm. ias IlBChpaGoDicrgPote_.%NwYkWly,11.
charge caaraaitions arc 5 00 V k I -T heaun. 5 W anto the plasmia. 2.6 ch. 5.
MHt. and S 2 tin plate separation fair both figures. The light intensity 121 D, L. Flanmm. V M. florneliy. and 1) F Ihhaison, ''Basi chcm
as in arbitrai units astry andt mechanismns aaf plasma eccling.' J Voat Sa, 1;ehnal- R.

van. 1. pp 23 304. 1983

131 It . S. Battler aaai G S. K ina. **Plasaria sheath lo ramitiam by radiao

property of lite voltage niaximulo leading the mnaximum frequency fields, P/aix. fluid.%, voal. 6. pp. 1 14t, I AW5 1963
141 W. D. Davis and T A. Vanderslice. "Ion energies at the cathode oaf

light intensity of the glow, a glow discharge," Ph-vs. Rev.. vaol. 13 1. pp. 2 19 228. 1963.

*The effect of the dc self-bias on the driven electrode at 151 1. W. Coburn and E. Kay. "Positive ion hoarmtent aaf subs rate%
* 7in rf daode glow dischargc sputtering:' J. Appl Phvai. vol 41, pp

2.6 MHz can be observed in Fig. 7.With the bias present 4965 4971. 1972

(Fig 7(a)., the 5875- A glow next to the drivenl electrodle 161 K Koahlat I W ('aiiari 1) 1-I' lagasa I ltas ,ad 1 11 Kalila'

* ~~when-I It I% lila- ;Illtaa c Is. Illtich wtlt l l 1 hI iI'fltel thiaiitel'lai Ia.'aaat alt I I Sri Mlt, a) aa1yan dv' I', laratas a ll a lan...r

* ~~glow tiat Ia ais .-.[flt lte ground plate Is the cathode. lIn t ylal J Ajapl P/ten , vol 57. ppi S4 66. I'INS
171. R J Gatage and A. ('antin. ''Invstga ion of an rl plasma wath

*addition, the glow extends further towards the anode when symmetrical and asymrmetricat eletrostatic probes,' J Appi. PhY.;..

*the driven electrode is negative. If the bias is shorted to vol. 43. pp. 2639-2647. 1972.
gon (Fg7(h) h shape oftego tthe driven 181 M. 3. Kiushner, 'A kinetic study of the plasma etching process 2

(Fig h' te'lw atPobe iaae-Nurenins aof clectron priaperes in an if plasma cithlng
and ground electrodes is, approximately the sante. reaclaar." J Appa/. PhY., vad. 53, pp. 2919 2946, 19142

There are two possible explanations for thie enhance 191 J W Coburn and M. ('hen. ''Optical eanissljan spcctn"seaipy iat re

ment ot the glow when the dc bias is present and the active plasmtas: A methodl for correlatang cimlssian intensities to r
active partacle density.'* J. Apti. Plays . vial 51. pp. 3134-3116.

driven elecitrode is the cathode. 1 he first is that the driven 1980

plaic is negative longer than it is positive ats a restilt oaf lint1 R A Gcillt lit) anti V M. Doannelly, '' ooal iossan aclinilctry

the nc, aliye bias. This allows the creatiotn of' additional and spectral ]tiaa, shapes in r( glow discharges. 'J, Apid Phat , vol
56. pp. 245 2sill. 1984.

electrons due to a longer period ofi ion bombardment of ill11 R dl'Agaslina. F ('tatalarossa, V. Caalaprtaa. and R4 d'Hlrl.

the cathode. The second possible explanation is that there "Mechanasnas (A "cthing and polymer/ioa~n in radarafrequenicy dis

may he an increase of the electric field at the driven dlee- chre fCF- CICF.CF-. 4',t .Ap.Py.

( rode due to a difference in the ratio of cathode area to 1121 R. A. Gottscho, R H. Burton, D. L. Flamm. V. M. tDonnelly, and

*effective ground area when the driven electrode is -i cath- G P. Davis. "Ion dynamics of rf plasmas and plasma sheaths: A time

* ode as, compared to when the ground electrode is the cath- resolved spectroscopic study," J. Api. Plays.. vol 55. pp. 27017
I ~ de2714, 1984

od I 1, 151. In practice, the enhancement of the glow 113 1 C, A. Morore. G. P D~avis, anti R. A Gotischa. "Sensitive. oi

when the driven et ectrode is a cathode is probably tile re- truiavv. in %alu measuirement oaf temporally andi spatially resolvedt

stil afa cobintionof hesetwoeffets.Howeerthe 141plasma elect rac belds.'' Phvs Rev tn . vaal 5?. pip Si 4 541. 19M8
. % illof t cmbiatio ofthee to efect. Hwevr, he 141M J Kaashncr. 'A kinetic siudy art tile plasmia cia ling prakess I A

* increase of the glow due to electric field enhancement at model faar the etching of Si and SaEJ, in C(1 1,,l and ('.F_,/ plas

the drtven plate is, thought to be minimized in out system may." J. Alpi. Plays.. vol. 53. pp 2923 2938. 1982,
* srtia ic ~cctraalcsaremoutedin Pyex ubewit litle 11-51 W. IL. wiese. M. W. Smith. and Ii, M, (;icnnan. Atomic irin"aian

intth cl~iods re oute i a yrx ub wih itle Prhailiia, vaji I wash anlian .) 114 Its I lap iii ( ainnh'n'e
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Enhancement of the plasma density and deposition rate in rf discharges
L. J. Overzet and J. T. Verdeyen
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Uniwersity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1406 West
Green Street. Urbana. Illinois 61801

(Received 6 December 1985; accepted for publication 20 January 1986)

The peak and time averaged electron density in rf excited silane-helium mixtures increased
significantly above the cw value by square wave modulating the source. The deposition rate of
amorphous hydrogenated silicon films is also enhanced and apparently follows the electron
density. Attachment to the discharge products appears to be rsponsible.

Fhe properties of rfglow discharges in silane and heli- a 0.5% silane mixture in response to a SQWM excitation

um, as well as the materials deposited from these discharges, ( 100% modulation depth and 50% duty cycle) is compared
have been the focus of extensive research.'' "  One of the in Fig. 2 to that of a cw discharge at the same peak power
major Impetus for research on the deposition kinetics of (and consequently twice the average power). The results for
amorphous hydrogenated silicon has been the desire to pro- a helium discharge, shown in Fig. 2(a), follow intuitive log-
duce high quality films at enhanced deposition rates. We ic. The square wave modulated source produces an essential-
have uncovered a process which enhances deposition in low 1) square wave modulated electron density, and the identical
power rf discharge% significantly. Both the deposition rate peak power to the discharge produces the same peak electron
and the time averaged electron density have been enhanced density. Obviously, the decreased average power to the
by square wave amplitude modulating (SQWM) the excita- SQWM glow produces a corresponding decrease (by a fac-
tion of the silane-helium mixture (i.e.. 100% modulation tor of 2) in the time averaged electron density.
depth and 50% duty cycle). Even though this work has con- The electron density in a 0.5% silane mixture does not
cerned deposition, the data suggest that this phenomenon follow this intuitive logic as is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The
may be found in other attaching gases including those used time dependence of the electron density in the SQWM glow
for etching. is no longer nearly square wave in shape, and despite having

The experimental apparatus in Fig. I is conventional in the same peak power, the instantaneous electron density is
its essential features excepting perhaps our use of 2.9 rather radically different from the cw value. Indeed, Fig. 2(b)
than 13.56 MHz. Power is coupled capacitively to the glow shows that the electron density has a rather complex and
through the matching network shown in the upper section contorted time behavior, and has not reached the cw equilib-
and the incident/reflected values are measured with a Bird
wattmeter. An MKS 254A flow controller determines and
Im onto . llt ow otgas thiough the plasina volune and also
controls the fractional silane content of the total. Typical 4 t "'l
flows are in the range of 30 sccm for pressures on the order of (-L 2

0.6 Torr of 0-5% Si", in helium. 1. nol -T RE SOURC

A tuble pass microwave bridge circuit, shown below (2 , MazR

the discharge section it Fig. I. is u cd ito imeasure the elec- [ . L
tron density within the 4 cm diameter ( 5 cm discharge vol-
ume. The microwave circuit involves a standard measure- REFLECTOR

ment technique which has been discussed extensively in the ___

literature. " Only the general idea is stressed here; namely, 9

the change in the detector output is directly proportional to ::___

the electron density. Electron densities greater than 107
cm ' were measurable using this circuit at a microwave 7 L__
frequency of 8.558 GHz. 5

The electron density is emphasized because of its micro- PROBE

scopic nature within the glow discharge and because it yields 2 I, 3information on a time scale which is short compared to most 3

kinetic reactions. By way of comparison, the macroscopic MICROWAVE SOURCE
growth rate or film quality are integrations over large time
periods of complex and often competing processes. Despite[ DISPI ,v
this difference in the nature of these observables, we have 7 -
found that the deposition rate follows the dependence of the Rf FERIqL F ARM

time averaged electron density, in agreement with Turban 2 '
and Kampa ,,." FIG I rf matching network (tipper), plasma region (center), and micro-

The time evolution ofI lie eiect ron den,,i , in helium and wa ,t hridg e cirtt111 (lower)

6015 Ap)p Phy, oIll 48 1 1) / \lMdr, t, 981 h 000A-6951/86' 10695-03$01 00 1986 Am orcan InStIte Of PhySICS 695
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FIG. 4. Total film thickness after 15 min and time averaged electron density
during the growth as a function of the modulation frequency. The peak

FIG. 2 Time dependence ofthe electron density for a square wave modulat- power varied between the data points, but remained in the 15-o8Wrange.

ed ecittio sorce(SQW ) (100/c oduatio deth nd 0% uty All diacharges were I% silane in helium at approximately 0.6 Torr.*,'ed escitation source (SQWM) (100%/ modulation depth and 50%o duty

cycle) and a continuous wave source (cw) in (a) helium and (b) 0.5%
silane in helium, with the time averaged electron density during the growth.

These films were grown on quartz substrates placed on the

rium value even in the 50 ms on time. Consequently, the driven electrode (in Fig. I ) and the film thickness was mea-

density averaged over the period of modulation is consider- sured with a Dektak profiiometer. Note that the data points

ably larger for the SQWM excitation as can be deduced from shown in Fig. 4 were not all taken at the same peak power
Figer b. tand thus the densities shown in Figs. 3 and 4 cannot be com-* - Fig. 2(b).

The dependence of the electron density on the modula- pared: however, the correlation between electron densityThe epedene o th elctro desit onthemodla- and deposition in Fig. 4 is significant. The deposition rate
tion frequency is shown in Fig. 3. For a constant peak power an bepsen e to f th agnitudeot ele

of 18 W, the time averaged electron density can be enhanced can be seen there to follow the magnitude of the electron

by as much as a factor of 2-3 in the SQWM glow. For low density.

( < 5 Hz) and for high ( > 5 kHz) modulation frequencies, Both the contorted time evolution shown in Fig. 2 and

the time averaged electron density in the SQWM glow ap- the enhancement of the time averaged electron density in

proaches the expected 1/2 of the cw value. The film thick- Fig. 3 indicate a complex interrelationship between the elec-

ness (for a 15-min deposition time) is shown in Fig. 4 along tron density, ion density, and the depositing species. While
the exact electron-ion kinetics are not clear from the data
presented in Figs. 2 and 3, one may speculate based upon
these data. In Fig. 2(b), the electron density increases to a
high value initially and then decreases to a quasi-equilibrium
value. This time dependence is consistent with the results of
Fleddermann et al.4 who demonstrated that the products of
silane dissociation attached electrons faster than silane itself.
These products are not within the discharge when it is first
turned on; therefore the electron density rises quickly. As
the discharge proceeds, however, silane is dissociated into

'4'these attaching products, and attachment produces the rap-
id decay of the electron density after its initial rise. Unfortu-

nately, the secondary increase of electron density [in Fig., 2 (b) ]land the approach to the cw value are not understood at

this time.

The fact that the deposition rate increases in the SQWM
discharge even though the time averaged power is halved
may indicate that the products-possibly even the negative

00I,,t A ,nN F RI QUF N( ' ions-of the initial silane dissociation are involved in deposi-
tion. These negative ions are confined by the sheaths in the

FIG. 3. Dependence of the time averaged electron density on the square

wave modulation frequency in a I% silane discharge (0 6Torr) The peak same manner as are electrons in the cw glow. Hence the
power I. -- i W. enhanced growth rate iti the SQWM glow may be partially

696 Appi Phys Lett., Vol 48, No 11. 17 March 1986 L J Overzet ano J T Vvideyon 696
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* due to deposition by the negatively charged radicals in the 'G Turban. Y Cathenne and G. Grolleau. Thin Solid Films 60. 147

afterglow when such sheaths are greatly reduced. This spec- (1979)'G Turban. Y. Catherine. and G. Grolleau. Plasma Chent. Plasma Pro-
ulation regarding the enhancement remains to be proven. cc- h. a1 (19e2.

Even though the detailed processes are not known at the 'C B Fleddermann, J H. Beherman, and J T Verdeyen. J AppI Phys. 5I,

present time, it is surely true that the enhanced electron den- 1 344 (1985)
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